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●Industry, mining, waste dumps…
○ All enterprises causing pollution must 

get a permit from the state authority 
(oblast or specific authority for 
permitting)

○ Obligation to pay the costs of monitoring 
is included into the permit (water code 
1962, environmental protection law)

○ About 1700 enterprises, who have to 
pay the costs of monitoring

○ About 1300 major water quality 
sampling sites, 4-12 samples per year, 
10-15 parameters per sample

○ All data go into one integrated database 
system running by SYKE

●Observations by citizens --- “watch dog”
○ What is going on here? Why my water 

is bad? Info to oblast centers
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Water bodies (lakes, 

rivers…) and their 

monitoring stations

Surface 
water 
category

WFD 2010

sites water bodies

Lakes 787 4275

Rivers 433 1602

Coastal 127 276

Total 1347 6153

Surveillance monitoring 
(background, what is happening 
overall due to scattered sources of 
pollution)

Operational monitoring (industry 
sites, impacted areas)

Both



Goals of surface water 

quality management

1. Ecological status should be good by the end of 
the year 2021 (the overall goal set up by the EU 
water framework directive)

2. …….
3. …….
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Ecological classification of 

surface waters, indicating 

the areas for acton in terms 

of improving management  
by proportion of 

total length (rivers) or surface area

Source: Regional Environment Centres and 
Finnish Environment Institute © SYKE
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Environmental monitoring and 

assessments, state-of-environment 

reporting

● In all 15 government institutions (SYKE, National 
Statistics, Radiation Centre, Forestry…..)

● In Finland we monitor water, soil, air, flora and 
fauna, forests, biodiversity, radioactivity, toxic 
elements including environmental policy and 
infrastructure development. 

● The latest report in 2008, next is just about 
coming up
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Material and service costs 

of monitoring per year 

(example year 2009)

1. Water 4 895 000 €
2. Flora and fauna (fish and game) 972 000 €
3. Forest 197 000 €
4. Radioactivity 678 000 €

5. In all material and service costs 6 742 000 €
per year (equivalent of 422 milj. Kyrgyz som )
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Personnel costs within 

govt. authorities (example 

year 2009)

1. Water 94 person years  
2. Flora and fauna (fish and game) 91 person years
3. Forest 18 person years 
4. Radioactivity 8 person years

5. In all 192 person years, about 12,5 milj. €

Conclusion 1 Personnel and materials 19,2 milj.€ ( 
equivalent of 1 209 milj. Kyrgyz com )

Conclusion 2 Collected environmental taxes are about 
7 000 milj.€ per year. Monitoring costs make about 0,03 % 

of all environmental tax revenue.
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In brief; organizational 

components of water quality 

monitoring
1. National water management or some other 

suitable development plan (provides goals)(6 y.)
2. National water quality monitoring plan (3 y.)
3. Operational monitoring program including 

technical details and activities (who, what and 
when) (1 y.)

4. Laboratory with equipment and personnel 
including quality control (accreditation)

5. Vehicles and personnel for sampling
6. Water quality data unit
7. Indicators’ based assessments
8. Report of waters (part of SoE) so that it 

evaluates the degree of fulfilment of the national 
water management plan  
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Thank you for your 

attention

Please, questions
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